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Also, usually you can record phone calls without trouble as long as you don't do so in the wrong
location. You can't record if a nearby telephone line is in use. (I wouldn't do it anyway, so I can't

imagine a real person even having such a problem.) A: Well, the problem here is that you are passing
a Text object as an image. If your text object is the only image in your project and it's the only image
in your video, then it should work fine, but your posted code would also work fine if the text is one of

several images in the project. The problem you have is that by passing in an image of a text object,
you will be telling ffmpeg to treat your text object as a video (or audio) file and put it in the timeline.
To get ffmpeg to treat the text object as text (and put it in your clip), you will have to pass a simple
string to your text object and pass the text object a text string as a parameter instead of an image.

You will also have to handle the result of that call differently, as your ffmpeg call will be returning an
error code rather than simply returning "true". To do this, you can either use the ffmpeg CLI call

from your script, or you can use a scripting framework like PPLY. The CLI ffmpeg call looks
something like this: ffmpeg -i "C:\users\..\Desktop\foo.jpeg" -i "C:\users\..\Desktop\bar.mpg" -i
"C:\users\..\Desktop\baz.mp3" -r 1 -loop 1 -c:a copy "C:\users\..\Desktop\foo.mpg" This will tell

ffmpeg to open foo.jpeg and bar.mpg and baz.mp3, and to copy the first video clip to foo.mpg, the
second video clip to bar.mpg, and the third video clip to baz.mp3. You can just run that line from
your script using the "ffmpeg" executable in a command prompt window, like this: C:\> ffmpeg -i
"C:\users\..\Desktop\foo.jpeg" -i "C:\users\..\Desktop\bar.mpg" -i "C:\users\..\Desktop\baz.mp3
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